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Revealing Dynamic Relations Between Mathematics Self-Concept and Perceived 

Achievement From Lesson to Lesson: An Experience-Sampling Study 

Academic self-concept and achievement have been found to be reciprocally related 

across time. However, existing research has focused on self-concept and achievement scores 

that have been averaged over long time-periods. For the first time, the present study examined 

intraindividual (within-person) relations between momentary (state) self-concept and lesson-

specific perceived achievement (i.e., self-reported comprehension) in students’ everyday 

school life in real time using intensive longitudinal data. We conducted an experience-

sampling (e-diary) study with 372 German secondary school students in Grades 9 and 10 over 

a period of 3 weeks after each mathematics lesson. Multilevel confirmatory factor analyses 

confirmed a two-factor between-level and within-level structure of the state measures. We 

used dynamic structural equation modeling to specify a multilevel first-order vector 

autoregressive model to examine the dynamic relations between self-concept and perceived 

achievement. We found significant reciprocal effects between academic self-concept and 

perceived achievement on a lesson-to-lesson basis. Further, we found that these relations 

were independent of students’ gender, reasoning ability, or mathematics grades. We discuss 

implications for methodology, theory, and practice in self-concept research and educational 

psychology more generally. 

Introduction 

Academic self-concept (ASC)—the mental representation of one’s own ability 

(Brunner et al., 2010; Marsh & Shavelson, 1985; Shavelson et al., 1976)—is key for students’ 

academic success and well-being (e.g., Eccles, 2009; Marsh, 2006; Marsh et al., 2019). 

Researchers have repeatedly found that ASC is related to a broad range of outcomes, such as 

academic interests (Marsh et al., 2005; Schurtz et al., 2014), academic emotions (Arens et al., 
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2017; Pekrun et al., 2019), achievement goals (Dörendahl et al., 2021; Niepel et al., 2014a), 

and career aspirations (Guo et al., 2017). However, most research has focused on relations 

between ASC and students’ academic achievement (e.g., for an overview, see Trautwein & 

Möller, 2016). At the core of this research is the finding that ASC and achievement are 

reciprocally related across time (Marsh & Craven, 2006; Marsh & Martin, 2011; Valentine et 

al., 2004; Wu et al., 2021). This finding implies that students with higher levels of 

achievement tend to develop higher ASC levels over time, whereas, at the same time, 

students higher in ASC tend to deliver higher levels of achievement in the long run. 

However, despite the vast body of research on the relation between ASC and 

achievement, it appears that no studies on the longitudinal reciprocal relations between ASC 

and achievement have applied intensive longitudinal methods on the situational level to 

capture intraindividual dynamics in ASC and achievement in real time in actual learning 

situations (through ambulatory assessment, ecological momentary assessments, or experience 

sampling; for an overview of these methods, see, e.g., Bolger & Laurenceau, 2013; Hamaker 

& Wichers, 2017; Trull & Ebner-Priemer, 2014; Zirkel et al., 2015). We know from previous 

research that students’ competence perceptions can be subject to everyday variation 

(Malmberg & Martin, 2019; Tsai et al., 2008). Nevertheless, due to the lack of intensive 

longitudinal studies on the reciprocal relations between ASC and achievement, the 

momentary (state) intraindividual (within-person) dynamics between ASC and achievement 

remain a black box. The existing longitudinal research on their reciprocal relations does not 

allow inferences to be made about within-person dynamics (see Murayama et al., 2017). By 

implication (as will be described in more detail below), the idea that ASC and achievement 

are mutually reinforcing has yet to be verified when shifting toward an intraindividual, real-

time, and real-life perspective. To start filling this gap, we employed experience sampling 

(i.e., e-diaries via smartphones) in a sample of 372 German secondary school students. We 
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tested the reciprocal relations and temporal dynamics of lesson-specific (state) ASCs and 

perceived achievement (i.e., self-reported comprehension) in the domain of mathematics in 

students’ everyday life at school across a period of 3 weeks. 

Reciprocal Relations Between Academic Self-Concept and Achievement 

ASC is typically regarded as a highly domain-specific construct (e.g., Brunner et al., 

2010) with, for instance, mathematics self-concept (MSC) representing a person’s mental 

representation of their mathematics ability. There are a plethora of scientific articles on the 

relation between students’ ASC and achievement. Thereby, achievement has been measured 

in various ways, such as standardized achievement test scores, record-cards grades, teacher 

ratings, or self-reports of achievement (see Valentine et al., 2004). Historically, three 

different main theoretical models that describe the two constructs’ causal ordering can be 

distinguished (Calsyn & Kenny, 1977; Marsh & Martin, 2011). First, the skill-development 

model claims that students’ previous achievement causes ASC (i.e., skill-development 

effect), whereas students’ ASC has no impact on their later achievement. Second, the self-

enhancement model claims that students’ ASC influences their achievement (i.e., self-

enhancement effect), whereas the latter is supposed to have no impact on their later ASC. 

Third, the reciprocal effects model claims that previous achievement affects ASC, and 

previous ASC affects achievement (Marsh, 1990). According to the reciprocal effects model, 

the relation between the constructs is characterized by long-lasting, mutually reinforcing 

skill-development and self-enhancement effects. Self-enhancement effects (ASC causes 

achievement), which are claimed by both the self-enhancement model and the reciprocal 

effects model, play a central role in ASC theory and research. Their support implies that 

interventions that are aimed at fostering ASC would also impact students’ academic 

achievement (Ehm et al., 2019). 
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The vast majority of empirical findings have supported the reciprocal effects model 

(e.g., Arens et al., 2017; Guay et al., 2003; Marsh & O’Mara, 2008; Marsh et al., 2018; 

Retelsdorf et al., 2014; but see Ehm et al., 2019). These findings include meta-analytical 

evidence (Valentine & DuBois, 2005; Valentine et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2021; cf. Huang, 

2011). For example, Wu et al. (2021) reported average effect sizes of .08 for self-

enhancement and somewhat stronger effect sizes of .16 for skill-development effects. 

Moreover, the reciprocal effects model pattern has been found to generalize across gender as 

well as different cultures and ability levels (e.g., Gorges et al., 2018; Marsh & Martin, 2011; 

Marsh et al., 2005; Seaton et al., 2015; Valentine et al., 2004; cf. Wu et al., 2021). 

Lesson-to-Lesson Dynamics Between Academic Self-Concept and Perceived 

Achievement: Shifting Toward a Within-Person and Short-Term Perspective 

Despite the extensive empirical support for reciprocal relations between ASC and 

achievement, there appears to be no research that has used (a) a within-person, intraindividual 

approach combined with (b) a short-term, state-based approach in drawing on intensive 

longitudinal data obtained through experience sampling. Instead, previous research has 

typically taken a between-person approach and focused solely on long-term relations in 

drawing on only a few assessments of ASC and achievement, bridging time spans of several 

months to years (Ehm et al., 2019; Huang, 2011; Valentine et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2021). 

Most research has employed cross-lagged panel models to examine the long-term 

relations between ASC and achievement longitudinally. Therefore, such research has focused 

on students’ relative rank-order position in their self-concept and their relation to their 

relative rank-order position in their future achievement (and vice versa). Such cross-lagged 

panel models do not allow researchers to properly distinguish intraindividual (within-person) 

processes from stable interindividual (between-person) differences (Ehm et al., 2019; 
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Hamaker et al., 2015). This is problematic because major theoretical models on the 

longitudinal relations between ASC and achievement (e.g., the reciprocal effects model) 

clearly focus on self-enhancement and skill-development effects and thus on motivational 

within-person processes. 

Indeed, in their recent attempt to disentangle within-and between-person processes in 

drawing on four measurement occasions bridging 3.5 years in German primary school 

children using a random intercept cross-lagged panel model, Ehm et al. (2019) found no 

evidence of self-enhancement effects, contradicting assumptions of the reciprocal effects 

model. However, the authors acknowledged the need for future research. Notably, the lack of 

self-enhancement effects might be due to the relatively long lags between their measurement 

occasions. In order to detect cross-lagged effects, optimal time lags should be rather short so 

that within-person processes can be examined while controlling for interindividual 

differences (Dormann & Griffin, 2015; see Ehm et al., 2019). 

To this end, researchers need to shift toward a short-term perspective. Studying 

longitudinal short-term relations is typically associated with intensive longitudinal (or 

microlongitudinal) data such as those obtained with experience sampling to study students’ 

experiences in their everyday life at school (e.g., Hamaker & Wichers, 2017; Trull & Ebner-

Priemer, 2014; Zirkel et al., 2015). Intensive longitudinal data is characterized by its focus on 

within-person regulatory mechanisms and associated dynamics as well as its short-term 

perspective in typically drawing on multiple measurement time points that are close together 

(McNeish & Hamaker, 2020). 

Shifting toward within-person and short-term perspectives in studying dynamics 

between ASC and achievement with experience sampling is crucial for several reasons. Most 

importantly, between-person and within-person relations between variables are most likely to 
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be statistically independent unless the (unlikely) assumption of ergodicity holds (Molenaar, 

2004; Murayama et al., 2017). Importantly, this implies that research findings on reciprocal 

effects between ASC and achievement may actually not hold when shifting toward an 

everyday, within-person perspective (see Ehm et al., 2019). Also, in collecting intensive 

longitudinal data, the researcher obtains a relatively large number of repeated measurements 

of interest variables in real time and real life. As such, they shift their perspective from 

merely a trait-based perspective toward a state-based perspective. 

Specifically, in the present study, we applied an experience-sampling, e-diary 

methodology to obtain lesson-specific—or state— measures of MSC and perceived 

achievement (i.e., self-reported comprehension) for every single lesson in mathematics. We 

suggest that this represents repeated snapshots (Hamaker & Wichers, 2017) of students’ ASC 

and perceived achievement over time (described in the Method section). Notably, state 

assessments capture a broader range of momentarily perceived situations and may be less 

biased than conventional trait-based self-reports (Trull & Ebner-Priemer, 2014). When 

research on the reciprocal relations between ASC and achievement exclusively relies on only 

a few assessment occasions that bridge longer time spans, such an approach is arguably 

insufficient for capturing the bandwidth of the dynamics that students actually perceive in 

their everyday life at school. For instance, students who generally perform well in 

mathematics may experience difficulty understanding the material in particular lessons or 

may fail to complete some tasks from time to time. Conversely, students who generally 

struggle in mathematics may feel that they were able to follow a particular lesson well or may 

sometimes feel that they understood the material the teacher went over. In addition, feedback 

from teachers and peers, which students can use to infer their current performance, can also 

vary across lessons. Such dynamics arguably remain undetected in long-term studies in which 

longitudinal assessments are separated by months or years. We know from previous research 
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that even allegedly well-established notions had to be revised in the field after a state-based 

perspective was adopted (see, e.g., Goetz et al., 2013; research on state vs. trait mathematics 

anxiety). 

Notably, the intraindividual, within-person approaches used in the present study also 

capture differences between persons. As such, they enable researchers to potentially reveal 

interindividual differences across the observed within-person relations, or stated differently, 

the heterogeneity of the functional within-person relations between the variables of interest 

(see, e.g., Pekrun et al., 2002). 

The Present Study 

In the present experience-sampling study, we drew on e-diary data collected in 

German secondary schools across a time-period of 3 weeks to uncover real-life and real-time 

dynamics between students’ ASC and their lesson-specific perceived achievement in the 

domain of mathematics. This study is the first to revisit the reciprocal relations between ASC 

and (perceived) achievement in everyday life in shifting toward a state-based, within-person 

perspective. The overarching aim of this study was to examine the existence and significance 

of self-enhancement and skill-development effects when studying students in every single 

lesson in a given domain at school. In focusing on the mathematics domain, we studied 

everyday relations between ASC and perceived achievement within the arguably most 

frequently analyzed domain in ASC research (Marsh, 2006), thus enabling us to better 

compare and embed our results into the existing between-person research. 

As mentioned earlier, previous between-student research on the reciprocal relations 

between ASC and achievement has deployed different indicators and proxies for measuring 

achievement (Huang, 2011; Valentine et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2021). Standardized 

achievement tests or report-card grades may be the indicators of choice when drawing on 
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panel designs spanning longer time intervals (Marsh & Martin, 2011). However, when 

researchers examine intraindividual skill-development and self-enhancement effects in real 

time and real life, students’ achievement should be assessed in an ecologically valid way on a 

lesson-to-lesson basis. In comparison with conventional panel designs, e-diary designs allow 

researchers to collect longitudinal data in a natural, spontaneous context (Reis, 2014) in a far 

less intrusive manner with fewer barriers (McNeish & Hamaker, 2020). To measure students’ 

cognitive learning outcomes, previous e-diary studies have widely employed self-reports of 

learning or perceived achievement (see, e.g., Giannakos et al., 2020; Peterson & Miller, 2004; 

Shernoff, Sannella, et al., 2017) instead of more objective (but arguably also more intrusive) 

daily measures of achievement, such as standardized tests. The use of self-reports of learning 

or perceived achievement has a long tradition (e.g., Richmond et al., 1987). Previous research 

has shown that students are able to accurately assess their own learning (e.g., Brown et al., 

2015; Chesebro & McCroskey, 2000; Ross, 2006), and measures of students’ perceived 

achievement have been widely used as a valid way to measure students’ cognitive learning 

outcomes (e.g., Kurucay & Inan, 2017; Rovai et al., 2009; Shin, 2003; Yoon et al., 2020). In 

the present study, we asked students to indicate their comprehension and their learning 

progress for every single mathematics lesson. Students thus reported in real time how well 

they understood the material that they had just gone through in class. This understanding 

indicates students’ lesson-specific perceived achievement with respect to what they were 

supposed to learn (see the Method section below). 

However, it is important to note that although we built on existing research on the 

reciprocal effects model (Marsh, 1990; Marsh & Craven, 2006; Wu et al., 2021), the present 

study should not be understood as a direct replication of the classic reciprocal effects model 

at the within-person and short-term levels. Standardized achievement test scores or report 
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card grades have been recommended to test the reciprocal effects model (e.g., Marsh & 

Martin, 2011). In contrast, perceived achievement measures were used in the present study. 

Specifically, our overarching aim resulted in two focal research questions, which are 

both located on the within-person, intraindividual level: 

RQ 1: Is there a positive and significant path from previous perceived achievement to 

subsequent MSC (i.e., the skill-development effect) on a lesson-to-lesson basis? 

RQ 2: Is there a positive and significant path from previous MSC to subsequent 

perceived achievement (i.e., the self-enhancement effect) on a lesson-to-lesson basis? 

Both research questions are critically important for ASC theory and research because 

of the lack of within-person research that has applied experience sampling rather than the 

between-person approach used in most research (see Marsh & Craven, 2006). In addition to 

our two focal research questions, we aimed to examine interindividual (between-person) 

differences in the observed intraindividual relations between ASC and perceived 

achievement. Specifically, we explored whether interindividual differences in the observed 

within-person associations between MSC and perceived achievement could be explained by 

students’ gender, reasoning ability, or mathematics grades. This resulted in our third research 

question, which focused on the between-person, interindividual level: 

RQ 3: Are everyday skill-development and self-enhancement dynamics generalizable 

across or moderated by students’ gender, reasoning ability, and mathematics grades? 

Gender, reasoning ability, and mathematics grades have all been shown to play 

predominant roles in the formation of MSC: Students with higher reasoning ability and those 

obtaining better report-card grades in mathematics typically report higher levels of MSC 

(Möller et al., 2020), whereas gender disparities in MSC to the disadvantage of girls and 

young women have repeatedly been found in previous research regardless of students’ actual 
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mathematics performance (e.g., Frenzel et al., 2007; Niepel et al., 2019). Overall, previous 

between-person research on longitudinal relations between ASC and achievement (e.g., 

Valentine et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2021) led us to expect to find state-based skill-development 

(RQ 1) and self-enhancement effects (RQ 2) between MSC and perceived achievement in 

students’ everyday life. Further, previous between-person findings on the generalizability of 

skill-development and self-enhancement effects across gender and ability levels (e.g., Marsh 

et al., 2005; Seaton et al., 2015; Valentine et al., 2004) led us to expect that both effects 

would be largely generalizable across gender, reasoning ability, and obtained mathematics 

grades (RQ 3). We applied multilevel confirmatory factor analyses (MCFA) and dynamic 

structural equation modeling (DSEM; Asparouhov et al., 2018; see the Method section 

below) to address our research questions. 

Method 

Procedure and Participants 

In the present study, we drew a sample of N = 372 students (34.1% young men, based 

on n = 301) whose data were collected as part of the larger “Dynamics of Academic Self-

Concept in Everyday Life” (DynASCEL) project,1 which focused on the everyday dynamics 

of ASC. Students attended one of 18 different classes at six different academic-track schools 

(Gymnasium) in Grade 9 (n = 308) or Grade 10 (n = 64) in four different federal states of 

Germany (Baden-Württemberg, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Nordrhein-Westfalen, 

Rheinland-Pfalz). The average self-reported age was 15.3 years (SD = .68; range: 13.3 to 

17.4; n = 298). Students’ participation was voluntary, and written parental consent was 

obtained for all participating students. Students could skip prompts or single questions. All 

procedures were approved by the ethics review panel of the University of Luxembourg and 

by all involved education authorities. 
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The data collection took part over a 5-week period at the respective schools. In Week 

1, students completed a background inventory (paper-pencil format). In Weeks 2 to 4, 

students were given a smartphone as a hub for experience sampling over 3 weeks (e-diary 

approach). In Week 5, students completed a shorter postquestionnaire (paper-pencil format). 

In the present study, we focused on the e-diary data on state MSC and perceived achievement 

in every single mathematics lesson that we collected across the 3-week period from Weeks 2 

to 4. In addition, we drew on data collected in Week 1 (i.e., background inventory) to obtain 

information about students’ gender, reasoning ability, and mathematics grades (see the 

Measures section below). 

To obtain data on state MSC and perceived achievement in every single mathematics 

lesson, students received prompts through an auditory signal that asked them to complete a 

brief electronic questionnaire on the smartphone at the end of each mathematics lesson. 

Prompts were programmed using the movisensXS software (Movisens GmbH, 2017) 

following the timetable of each respective class with the number of mathematics lessons (i.e., 

measurement points) thus varying from class to class (M = 10.11 mathematics lessons; SD = 

3.39; range: 3 to 16). As can be expected from intensive longitudinal designs, there are many 

reasons for missing values. These included, for example, students’ or mathematics teachers’ 

sick leave, exams, excursions, or other obligations, as well as technical issues (e.g., dead 

battery, students left smartphone at home). Per design, students were instructed not to 

respond to prompts when they had not had classroom instruction or were absent from school. 

We obtained responses to 2,702 prompts (students * mathematics lessons), representing 

71.4% of the previously programmed prompts. Of these 2,702 accepted prompts (i.e., with at 

least one item answered), 97.5% provided complete data (i.e., six items per prompt; see 

Measures section below). 

Measures 
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E-Diary 

State Mathematics Self-Concept. We assessed students’ state MSC after every single 

mathematics lesson across a time-period of 3 weeks. State MSC was assessed with three 

items based on the Self-Description Questionnaire (SDQ; Marsh et al., 1983), which is 

considered to be one of the best self-concept instruments available (e.g., Byrne, 2002). Three-

item short-form (trait) MSC instruments based on the SDQ have been shown to be 

psychometrically sound for educational research purposes (Gogol et al., 2014) and are 

commonly used in longitudinal MSC research (e.g., Marsh et al., 2015, 2018; Möller et al., 

2011; Niepel et al., 2014b). Specifically, we adapted the MSC items to the specific demands 

of experience sampling by beginning every item with the passage “Currently, I think that   ” 

Students responded on a 6-point Likert scale ranging from 0 (false) to 5 (true). The item 

wordings were “Currently, I think that I am good at mathematics,” “[  ]work in mathematics 

is easy for me,” and “[  ] I learn quickly in mathematics,” such that higher item scores 

indicated higher state MSC. The original German-language item wordings are listed in Table 

S1 in the online supplemental material. 

Lesson-Specific Perceived Achievement in Mathematics. As we did for state MSC (see the 

previous section), we assessed students’ perceived achievement in terms of their lesson-

specific comprehension and learning progress after every single mathematics lesson across a 

time-period of 3 weeks. Three items were used to assess perceived achievement. Students 

responded on a 6-point Likert scale, ranging from 0 (false) to 5 (true). The item wordings 

were “I was able to follow the last lesson well,” “I understood a lot in the last lesson,” and “I 

learned a lot in the last lesson,” such that higher item scores indicated better lesson-specific 

perceived achievement in mathematics. Similar items have been commonly used in e-diary 

studies (e.g., Peterson & Miller, 2004; Shernof et al., 2017; Shernoff, Ruzek, & Sinha, 2017; 

Shernoff, Sannella, et al., 2017) as well as in previous between-person research (e.g., Yoon et 

https://doi.org/10.1037/edu0000716.supp
https://doi.org/10.1037/edu0000716.supp
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al., 2020) to measure perceived (learning) achievement (see Richmond et al., 1987). The 

original German-language item wordings are listed in Table S1 in the online supplemental 

material. 

Background Inventory 

Reasoning Ability. We applied the Intelligenz-Struktur-Test-Screening (IST-Screening; 

Liepmann et al., 2012) to assess students’ reasoning ability. The IST-Screening is an 

economic (less than 30 min) reasoning ability measure that includes three groups of tasks 

consisting of verbal analogies, number sequences, and figural matrices (each consisting of 20 

items). It is based on the Intelligenz-Struktur-Test (IST; Amthauer, 1970; Liepmann et al., 

2007), an intelligence test that is widely used in Germany (Schmidt-Atzert & Amelang, 

2012). The IST-Screening exists in two parallel versions, A and B; in the present study, we 

used Version A. It was presented in a paper-pencil format in the week before the e-diary 

assessment began. Liepmann et al. (2012) reported an internal consistency of a = .87 for the 

full-scale reasoning ability composite score. In our subsequent analyses, we used the full-

scale reasoning ability composite raw score; the observed reliability in the present study was 

x = .77 (a = .76). 

Mathematics Grades. Students reported their grades in mathematics as obtained from their 

most recent report card. Research on the validity of self-reported grades in Germany suggests 

that self-reported school grades are not subject to systematic reporting biases (Dickhäuser & 

Plenter, 2005; Sparfeldt et al., 2008). In Germany, a 6-point grading system is used; we 

reverse-scored the grades in the present study such that higher values indicated better school 

grades in mathematics (i.e., ranging from 1 = unsatisfactory to 6 = very good). 

Data Analysis 

Multilevel Confirmatory Factor Analysis (MCFA) 

https://doi.org/10.1037/edu0000716.supp
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Prior to our main analyses, we conducted a MCFA of the intra-individual e-diary data using 

the statistical software Mplus 8.3 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2019) to inspect the 

psychometric properties of the e-diary measures (Kim et al., 2016). Utilizing MCFA, we 

accounted for timepoints nested within students by explicitly modeling the factor structure on 

the within-person level (Level 1; i.e., state-like factors) as well as on the between-person 

level (Level 2; trait-like factors). To control for class-level effects, we included 17 dummy 

variables (based on 18 classrooms) at Level 

2.2 We used the Mplus MLR estimator, which is robust against mild violations of normality 

and allowed us to deal with missing data (Kaplan, 2009). 

In a first step, we calculated intraclass correlations (ICCs) to estimate the amount of variation 

in MSC and perceived achievement across Levels 1 and 2. Second, we tested a series of 

different models to analyze the measures’ factor structure across both levels. To evaluate the 

model fit, we considered the comparative fit index (CFI), the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI), the 

root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), and the standardized root-mean-square 

residual (SRMR). We used the recommended cut-off values (CFI $.95; TLI $ .95; RMSEA 

#.06; SRMR # .08; Kline, 2005). 

To examine the model fit for each level separately, we employed partially saturated models 

(Janis et al., 2016). In doing so, we specified (a) the hypothesized two-factor structure as well 

as (b) a more parsimonious one-factor structure at Level 1, while specifying a saturated 

model (i.e., item variances and covariances only) at Level 2 and vice versa (c and d). In a 

third step, to ensure a meaningful interpretation of the constructs across levels (Stapleton et 

al., 2016), we tested for cross-level invariance by restricting the factor loadings of the 

corresponding items to be equal across Levels 1 and 2, and we freely estimated the factor 

variances at Level 2 (Jak & Jorgensen, 2017). Competing models were compared based on 
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decreases in model fit and differences in the Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayes 

information criterion (BIC) with a preference given to the model with the lower value. 

Finally, we calculated level-specific reliabilities in terms of the Level 1 and Level 2 omega 

coefficients in freely estimating all factor loadings and fixing the factor variances to 1 at both 

levels (Geldhof et al., 2014). 

Dynamic Structural Equation Modeling 

To address our research questions, we conducted DSEM (Asparouhov et al., 2018) in Mplus 

8.3 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2019). Before we began, we ensured that there were no mean 

trends in state MSC and perceived achievement (i.e., neither variable consistently increased 

or decreased over the 3-week period) that needed to be incorporated into our model (McNeish 

& Hamaker, 2020). To this end, we calculated a linear regression with time as the only 

predictor at Level 1 (McNeish & Hamaker, 2020) in Mplus. The effects were close to zero 

and not statistically significant (for state MSC: b = .03, p = .222; for perceived achievement: 

b = -.04, p = .091), suggesting no linear trend over time. 

We specified a multilevel first-order vector autoregressive (VAR(1)) model (Hamaker et al., 

2018), a multilevel extension of a time series model. The VAR(1) model can also be thought 

of as a multilevel extension of a cross-lagged panel model that allows for interindividual 

differences in means and lagged effects (Hamaker et al., 2018, p. 826). Data were 

decomposed into within-person (Level 1) and between-person (Level 2) components. At 

Level 1, we specified the cross-lagged relations between state MSC and lesson-specific 

perceived achievement (i.e., by using manifest mean scores of the three indicators at each 

time point). We regressed state MSC (MSCt) on lesson-specific perceived achievement at the 

previous time point (Achievementt-1) to test the skill-development effects on a lesson-to-

lesson basis (RQ1). We regressed lesson-specific perceived achievement (Achievementt) on 
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state MSC at the previous time point (MSCt-1) to test for self-enhancement effects on a 

lesson-to-lesson basis (RQ2). For the autoregressive paths from MSCt-1 (Achievementt-1) to 

MSCt (Achievementt) at Level 1, it is important to note that these paths indicate the amount of 

carryover (or inertia) from one lesson to the next for each student (Hamaker et al., 2018). 

Therewith, these two autoregressive paths indicate how quickly students return to their 

habitual, trait-like MSC (or habitual level of perceived achievement) after experiencing 

situation-specific ups and downs in their state MSCs (perceived achievements). Put 

differently, the larger the carryover across mathematics lessons, the more the current state 

depends on the previous lesson’s state, and the longer it takes to return to the trait level. 

Students’ mean levels for MSC and perceived achievement, which can be interpreted as their 

trait scores, are modeled at Level 2 (see next paragraph). 

At Level 2, we estimated the interindividual variances, fixed effects, and intercorrelations of 

six variables. More specifically, we estimated the two mean values for MSC and perceived 

achievement (i.e., trait scores for MSC and perceived achievement), the two autoregressive 

parameters for MSC and perceived achievement (indicating carryover), the skill-development 

effect from perceived achievement to MSC, and the self-enhancement effect from MSC to 

perceived achievement. DSEM is based on Bayesian estimation, and missing data are 

sampled from their conditional posterior in this kind of analysis. For our analyses, we used 

Mplus’ default priors. As the time intervals between consecutive measurement points (i.e., 

mathematics lessons) varied in accordance with each class’s timetable, we controlled for the 

time intervals by using the TINTERVAL option implemented in Mplus. To this end, we 

specified a time interval variable, which indicated the time difference for every measurement 

point in hours from the very first prompt per class. The Mplus code for our specified VAR(1) 

model can be found in the online supplemental material. 

https://doi.org/10.1037/edu0000716.supp
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In the last step, we explored whether interindividual differences in the observed within-

person associations between MSC and perceived achievement were generalizable across 

persons in relation to gender, reasoning ability, and grades (RQ3). To this end, we saved the 

factor scores of the Level 2 (skill-development and self-enhancement) effects by using a 

multiple imputation approach (Graham et al., 2003) to impute 50 data sets in Mplus 

containing the imputed values for the factor scores. The imputed data sets were then used to 

calculated bivariate correlations between the factor scores and gender, mathematics grades, 

and reasoning ability using maximum likelihood estimation. We chose this approach to 

decrease model complexity and to ensure model convergence. To handle missing values in 

the student background variables, most of which occurred due to technical problems 

(percentages of missing values: 19.1% for gender; 17.7% for reasoning; 20.7% for 

mathematics grades), we used full-information maximum likelihood (FIML) implemented in 

Mplus. 

Results 

Preliminary Analyses 

Before we computed the main analyses, we examined the ICCs, the latent factor structure, the 

cross-level invariance, and the reliabilities of the intraindividual e-diary measures (state MSC 

and lesson-specific perceived achievement) by means of an MCFA. The ICCs were ICCACH1 

= .384, ICCACH2 = .373, and ICCACH3 =.370 for the perceived achievement items, and 

ICCMSC1 = .744, ICCMSC2 = .737, and ICCMSC3 = .739 for the MSC items. The ICCs indicated 

that students’ perceived achievement showed stronger intraindividual variation across the 

observed 3-week period than MSC did. Most of the variance in perceived achievement 

originated from Level 1 (variation within students). In contrast, most of the variance in MSC 

originated from Level 2 (variation between students). 
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Table 1 presents the results of testing alternative factor structures across the two levels. 

Inspections of the fits of the partially saturated models suggested a very good approximation 

to the data for the two-factor solutions on both Levels 1 and 2 (see Table 1, Models a and c). 

By contrast, the more parsimonious one-factor solutions exhibited poor fits at both levels 

(Models b and d). In addition to the partially saturated models, we ran further MCFAs to 

inspect the latent factor structure. As such, we specified Models e and f, which assumed two 

latent factors on one level but only one general latent factor at the other level (see Table 1). 

Finally, we specified Model g, which assumed a two-factor structure at both levels. The fit 

indices, as well as differences in the AIC and BIC, indicated that model g provided a better 

approximation to the data than Models e or f (see Table 1), in line with the results we got 

from the partially saturated model test approach (Models a to d). Together, our tests pointed 

to a two-factor structure at both levels, indicating that MSC and perceived achievement were 

empirically distinguishable constructs at the within-and between-person levels. 

After establishing the two-factor structure at both levels, we tested for cross-level invariance 

in a next step. To this end, we built upon Model g (see Table 1), which consisted of two 

intercorrelated latent factors (MSC and perceived achievement) with three indicators per 

construct. The six items were constrained to load only on their respective factor, and the 

latent constructs were not allowed to correlate across levels. In specifying Model h, we 

restricted the factor loadings of the corresponding items to be equal across Levels 1 and 2. 

The overall fit suggested an excellent overall approximation to the data (see Table 1). 

Compared with Model g, no meaningful decreases in the CFI, TLI, RMSEA, or SRMR could 

be detected; we observed higher AIC but lower BIC values. Overall, the results suggested 

that the assumption of cross-level invariance held for both constructs. The factor loadings 

ranged from k = .742 to k = .934 for perceived achievement and from k =.795 to k = .845 for 

MSC at Level 1. They ranged from k = .708 to k = .917 for perceived achievement and from 
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k = .959 to k =.972 for MSC at Level 2 (all ps , .001). The latent correlations between MSC 

and perceived achievement were q = .646 (p ,.001) at Level 1 and q = .863 (p , .001) at Level 

2 (the coefficients came from Model h). 

Reliability was tested by calculating McDonald’s x on Levels 1 and 2, indicating good 

reliabilities of x = .863 for MSC and x =.894 for perceived achievement at Level 1 and of x = 

.996 for MSC and x = .950 for perceived achievement at Level 2. 

 

 

Main Analyses 

We examined our three research questions using a multilevel VAR 

(1) model for MSC and perceived achievement within the DSEM framework. We used 

100,000 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) iterations with two Markov chains. The results 

here were based on 10,000 iterations because the first half of each chain was discarded as 

burn-in, and a thinning of 10 iterations was used (i.e., only one in 10 iterations was saved; 

Gelman et al., 2014; see Hamaker et al., 2018). Model convergence was evaluated by 

applying the potential scale reduction criterion (PSR; Asparouhov & Muthén, 2010). PSR is 

the ratio of the total variance across chains and the pooled variance within a chain. We used 

PSR , 1.05 as an appropriate convergence criterion (Gelman & Rubin, 1992). The DSEM 

resulted in good convergence. PSR values were below 1.05 for each parameter. Moreover, 

the trace plots for each parameter did not indicate any signs of nonconvergence. 

Figure 1 represents the path diagram for the within-person part of the model and depicts the 

observed results (i.e., standardized parameters and their 95% credible intervals). To address 

our two focal research questions, RQ 1 and RQ 2, we looked at the cross-lagged relations. 

We found intraindividual effects from perceived achievement to MSC at the next 
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mathematics lesson (ACHt-1 to MSCt) and from MSC to perceived achievement at the next 

mathematics lesson (MSCt-1 to ACHt). None of the parameters’ CIs contained zero. These 

results point to the existence and significance of skill development effects (RQ 1) and self-

enhancement effects (RQ 2) in students’ everyday life at school. Specifically, we found 

average individually standardized effects at the within-person level of .186 (95% CI [.117, 

.257]) for skill-development effects and of .052 (95% CI [.003, .095]) for self-enhancement 

effects. 

Concerning the autoregressive paths, the average individually standardized autoregressive 

effects were stronger for perceived achievement than for MSC (see Figure 1). This suggests 

that students have more carryover in their lesson-specific perceived achievement from one 

lesson to the next than is the case for their state MSC (i.e., carryover effects). Furthermore, 

the average correlation between the within-person residuals of perceived achievement and 

MSC was .484 (95% CI [.438, .534]; see Figure 1). The averaged proportion of explained 

variance on the within-person level in our model was .222 (95% CI [.198, .250]) for lesson-

specific perceived achievement and .326 (95% CI [.288, .359]) for state MSC. 

Table 2 depicts interindividual, Level 2 means, variances, and cor relations. Looking at the 

variance estimators, we found that students differed not only in their (trait-like) MSC and 

(trait-like) perceived achievement values but also in the strengths of their (trait-like) 

individual skill-development and self-enhancement effects (i.e., between-person variances of 

the within-person cross-lagged relations across mathematics lessons). Seven out of the 15 

correlations (see Table 2) were statistically significant (their 95% credible intervals did not 

contain zero). The two mean values were positively intercorrelated, indicating that students 

higher in MSC also tended to report higher levels of perceived achievement. Further, we 

found that the skill-development and self-enhancement effects were negatively related. This 
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indicates that students who experienced stronger self-enhancement effects tended to 

experience weaker skill-development effects. The remaining five correlations involved the 

autoregressive (carryover) effects for perceived achievement (ACHt-1 ! ACHt) or MSC 

(MSCt-1 ! MSCt). Specifically, mean MSC and mean perceived achievement were both 

negatively correlated with the autoregressive effects for perceived achievement. This 

indicates that students with a higher trait level for MSC (or for perceived achievement) also 

tended to have less carryover in their lesson-specific perceived achievements from one lesson 

to the next. Further, skill-development effects (ACHt-1 ! MSCt) were positively correlated 

with autoregressive effects for perceived achievement (ACHt-1 ! ACHt) and negatively 

correlated with autoregressive effects for MSC (MSCt-1 ! MSCt). This indicates that students 

who had stronger skill-development effects also tended to have more carryover in their 

lesson-specific perceived achievement from lesson to lesson. At the same time, students who 

had stronger skill-development effects tended to have less carryover in their state MSCs. 

Finally, we found that the self-enhancement effects (MSCt-1 ! ACHt) were positively related 

to the autoregressive effects for MSC (MSCt-1 ! MSCt). This indicates that students who had 

stronger self-enhancement effects also tended to have more carryover in their state MSCs 

from one lesson to the next. Students who were generally high versus low in trait MSC (and 

perceived achievement) did not seem to differ in how often they experienced skill-

development or self-enhancement effects: We observed no relation between students’ mean 

values and the cross-lagged parameters.  

To address RQ 3, in the last step we calculated correlations between the factor scores of the 

six Level 2 variables (obtained from the DSEM we conducted as described in the previous 

paragraph) and the student background variables (gender, mathematics grades, and reasoning 

ability). Gender was not significantly related to reasoning ability (r = –.109, p = .057; 0 = 

young men; 1 = young women) or to grades (r = –.084, p = .152); reasoning ability and 
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grades showed a significant positive relation (r =.389, p , .001). Table 3 depicts the observed 

correlations between factor scores and background variables. Importantly, we did not find any 

significant correlations between either the self-enhancement or the skill-development effects 

with the inter-individual student characteristics. This suggests that both effects operated 

independently from gender, reasoning ability, and obtained mathematics grade (RQ 3). 

However, we did find significant relations for students’ mean MSC and mean perceived 

achievement with gender, reasoning, and grades. These results indicate that students who had 

higher reasoning test scores and obtained better mathematics grades tended to have higher 

trait levels on both MSC and perceived achievement. Male students tended to have higher 

state MSCs and lesson-specific perceived achievements than female students. However, we 

did not find any significant association between students’ carryover effect for MSC and any 

of the interindividual characteristics we examined. Students’ carryover effects for perceived 

achievement were significantly negatively correlated with their mathematics grade but not 

with gender or their reasoning test scores. This indicates that students who obtained better 

mathematics grades tended to have less carryover in their lesson-specific perceived 

achievement from one lesson to the next. 

Discussion 

Previous research on longitudinal reciprocal relations between ASC and achievement has 

emphasized interindividual differences between students averaged across relatively long 

time-periods. Our study is apparently the first to evaluate this issue by exploring 

intraindividual relations between ASC and perceived achievement over short time-periods 

with an experience-sampling approach. Our overarching aim was to examine the self-

enhancement and skill-development effects on students’ concrete learning situations in 

school. Further, we examined whether these effects were moderated by or generalized across 

students’ gender, reasoning ability, or mathematics grades. 
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Dynamics Between Mathematics Self-Concept and Perceived Achievement From Lesson 

to Lesson 

We found that both self-enhancement and skill-development effects operated to form 

students’ self-concept and perceived achievement on a lesson-to-lesson basis. Our results are 

thereby in line with predictions derived from existing interindividual research on the 

reciprocal effects model (e.g., Marsh & Martin, 2011; Wu et al., 2021). However, our study 

differs considerably from previous research. As highlighted earlier, self-development and 

self-enhancement effects are formation processes at the intraindividual level, but they have 

been studied almost exclusively at the between-person level. The present study is apparently 

the first to show the within-person effects of self-concept on perceived achievement (and vice 

versa) in real time in actual learning situations. As such, we provide evidence that a higher 

ASC leads a student to better follow and understand the learning material in concrete learning 

situations in real time. Also, a student uses their concrete learning experience in real time to 

shape their self-concept. 

The sizes of the skill-development and self-enhancement effects observed in the present study 

were comparable to the effect sizes reported in the meta-analysis on the reciprocal effects 

model by Wu et al. (2021) for trait-like self-concept and achievement, with descriptively 

stronger skill-development effects than self-enhancement effects. According to typical 

guidelines for the evaluation of effect sizes (Cohen, 1988; Kline, 2005), the observed effects 

could be interpreted as small and possibly even negligible (but see also Gignac & Szodorai, 

2016). However, we would like to emphasize that both effects are incremental (i.e., in 

controlling for lesson-specific carryover effects and interindividual differences in MSC and 

perceived achievement), mutually reinforcing across time, and refer to relatively short time 

intervals from one school lesson to another. 
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Another observation from our applied within-person perspective 

was that the residuals of the two within-person measures (i.e., state MSC and lesson-specific 

perceived achievement) showed a substantial contemporaneous correlation. This correlation 

might be due to both potential (unobserved) third variables in the within-part of our model 

(e.g., lesson-specific demands, social interactions in the classroom, students’ mood) and 

potential reciprocal effects between the two variables, which may have occurred within 

school lessons (Hamaker et al., 2018). 

Interindividual Differences in the Dynamics Between Mathematics Self-Concept and 

Perceived Achievement 

The present study examined not only intraindividual relations between state MSC and 

perceived achievement but also whether there were interindividual differences in these 

intraindividual relations. Our results suggest that students differ in the extent to which they 

experience self-enhancement effects (current situation-specific perceived achievement is 

influenced by state MSC from the previous lesson) and skill-development effects (current 

state MSC is influenced by the student’s level of perceived achievement in the previous 

lesson) in their daily school life. As such, we provided evidence that students differ in the 

extents to which (a) their ASC is influenced by their daily learning performance 

(interindividual differences in skill-development effects) and (b) their ASC influences their 

daily learning performance (interindividual differences in self-enhancement effects). 

Further, the self-enhancement and skill-development effects were negatively correlated with 

each other. Thus, students who experience more of one tend to experience less of the other. 

Importantly, this is a substantive new finding with significant implications that cannot be 

readily examined with the traditional (between-person) approaches that are typically used to 

study reciprocal relationships between ASC and achievement. Thus, implicit in the traditional 
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approach is the assumption that the relative strengths of the cross-lagged paths are the same 

across different students (this holds true not only for cross-lagged panel models but also for 

more recent approaches using random intercept cross-lagged panel models; see, e.g., Ehm et 

al., 2019). However, our within-person evaluation suggests that this assumption is wrong. 

Not only were there differences in the relative strengths of the self-enhancement and skill-

development effects, but within each student, the two effects tended to counterbalance each 

other. These findings have important implications for the design of studies that are intended 

to enhance ASC, achievement, or both constructs. Our study suggests that such interventions 

must account for interindividual differences in students’ individual propensity for self-

enhancement or skill-development effects to be more effective. 

The interindividual student characteristics that we examined—gender, reasoning ability, and 

mathematics grades—seem to be unrelated to differences in skill-development and self-

enhancement effects: We found these differences to be independent from gender, reasoning 

ability, and grades. These findings were in line with our expectations, which were based on 

previous between-person research. Specifically, previous research has shown that gender does 

not moderate relations between achievement and ASC (Valentine et al., 2004). The present 

study offers some first tentative support for this finding with intensive longitudinal data. In a 

similar vein, previous between-person research has provided evidence for the generalizability 

of skill-development and self-enhancement effects across ability levels (e.g., Gorges et al., 

2018; Seaton et al., 2015). The present study supported these findings in providing initial 

evidence that lesson-to-lesson skill-development and self-enhancement effects generalize 

across different levels of reasoning ability and mathematics grades. Notably, in their recent 

meta-analysis on the longitudinal relations between trait-like ASC and achievement, Wu et al. 

(2021) found that skill-development effects generalized across different achievement levels. 

In at-risk and poor-performing samples, however, they found evidence that self-enhancement 
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effect sizes were weaker than in unselected samples. Future research that is aimed at 

replicating our results in lower performing samples is therefore warranted. 

Carryover Effects From Lesson to Lesson 

We found evidence for within-person carryover effects for state MSC and perceived 

achievement from one lesson to the next. These findings suggest that situation-specific ups 

and downs in students’ state MSC continue to affect the next lesson before students return to 

their habitual levels of MSC. Similarly, it suggests that situation-specific ups and downs in 

students’ lesson-specific perceived achievement continue to affect the next lesson before 

students return to their typical levels of perceived achievement. Further, our results suggest 

that students differ in the extent to which they experience carryover effects. Again, this is a 

finding that could not be tested with typical between-person approaches. As such, we 

provided evidence that students differ in how strongly their current state self-concept (lesson-

specific perceived achievement) depends on their previous lesson’s state and how long it 

takes to return to their habitual trait level. 

Here, we found some relations with specific student characteristics. Concerning carryover 

effects for perceived achievement, students with higher trait MSC levels, higher mean 

perceived achievement levels, and better mathematics grades tended to have less carryover in 

their perceived achievements from one lesson to another. Such students thus seemed to return 

to their typical levels of perceived achievement more quickly than students with less 

confidence in their own abilities and lower achievement levels. Conversely, students with 

stronger skill-development effects seemingly tended to have more carryover in their 

perceived achievement levels from lesson to lesson. Thus, students who do not return to their 

typical levels of perceived achievement as quickly as their peers after experiencing lesson-
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specific ups and downs tend to simultaneously experience stronger daily influences of their 

perceived achievements on their self-concepts. 

Similarly, with regard to carryover effects for state MSC, we found that students with 

stronger self-enhancement effects seemingly tended to have a stronger carryover for state 

MSC from lesson to lesson. Thus, students who do not return to their typical levels of self-

concept as quickly after experiencing lesson-specific ups and downs tend to simultaneously 

experience stronger daily influences of their self-concepts on their perceived achievements. 

Conversely, students with weaker skill-development effects seemingly tend to have a stronger 

carryover for state MSC from lesson to lesson. Thus, students who do not return to their 

typical levels of self-concept as quickly after experiencing lesson-specific ups and downs 

tend to simultaneously experience weaker daily influences of their perceived achievements on 

their self-concepts. Overall, our study points to the need for further research on carry-over 

effects in ASC research in general, their role in ASC formation, and their relations to 

students’ characteristics. 

State Academic Self-Concept 

ASC is commonly considered a construct that is characterized by high stability, even over 

long periods of time (Jansen et al., 2020; see also Orth et al., 2021). However, our results 

provide strong evidence for substantial situation-specific fluctuations in ASC as experienced 

by students in their everyday life at school. These results are consistent with hallmark 

conceptual work on self-concept that already described situation-specific aspects of self-

concept (James, 1890, p. 307; Shavelson et al., 1976) as well as with existing empirical work 

related to our study (e.g., Malm-berg & Martin, 2019; Tsai et al., 2008). The positive 

correlations we found between students’ averaged state MSC and their reasoning ability and 

mathematics grades, as well as the observed gender differences in averaged state MSC in 
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favor of male students, corresponded to previous findings on the nomological network of 

(trait) MSC, thus providing further evidence for the construct validity of state MSC. 

Shavelson et al.’s (1976) multidimensional, hierarchical model of self-concept is nowadays 

often considered to be the starting point of modern empirical research on ASC (Marsh, 2006; 

Marsh et al., 2019). In the original Shavelson et al. (1976) model, there was an implicit 

hierarchy of stability, from general school ASC (e.g., “I am good at most school subjects”) at 

the apex, to domain-specific ASCs (e.g., “I am good at mathematics”) at the next level, with 

even more task-specific ASCs at lower levels of the hierarchy. At the base of this hierarchy, 

however, the authors claimed a situation-specific level, where “self-concept varies greatly 

with variation in situations” (Shavelson et al., 1976, p. 414). Apparently, this level was 

thought to reflect state ASCs. 

e propose a need to conceptually disentangle the dimension of domain level or task specificity 

in ASC from the situation-specificity dimension in ASC. Whereas the first dimension can be 

thought of as falling on a continuum that ranges from more general school to more task-

specific (e.g., general school ASC vs. MSC), the latter can be thought of as falling on a trait-

to-state continuum (e.g., trait ASC vs. state ASC). Notably, many person variables typically 

regarded as between-person phenomena have been shown to exhibit substantial within-person 

variability (Podsakoff et al., 2019)—including, for instance, supposedly stable traits such as 

the Big Five (Fleeson, 2001). The notion that, in principle, any person variable can be 

thought of on a trait-to-state continuum and could potentially even be operationalized as both 

a trait and a state has been advocated for and has garnered ample empirical support 

(Rauthmann, 2021). With this in mind, it would make sense to assume that even the general 

school ASC can in principle also be operationalized as both a trait and a state. In future ASC 

theory and research, we thus suggest that the two dimensions—domain-level (or task) 

specificity and situation (or temporal) specificity—should be thought of as conceptually 
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distinct from each other. Further research is needed to explicitly integrate the dimension of 

situation specificity into a future, expanded taxonomy of ASC. 

Limitations 

As is characteristic of intensive longitudinal approaches, our experience-sampling data can be 

characterized as highly ecologically valid. Our data were temporally ordered by design, thus 

allowing for a fine-grained assessment of students’ real-time experiences in their everyday 

life. Nevertheless, the omitted variable problem persisted for the within-person part, 

according to which a time-varying variable not included in the analyses could have caused 

the observed relations (Hamaker et al., 2018). As such, support for implicit causal 

interpretations must be made with appropriate caution (Grosz et al., 2020). 

Furthermore, we asked the students about their perceptions of their everyday learning 

progress for each individual mathematics lesson to operationalize students’ lesson-specific 

perceived achievements. We acknowledge that this particular operationalization represents 

only an approximation of students’ actual achievement in that lesson. In ASC research, report 

card grades or standardized achievement tests are often used to represent the achievement 

component. In an experience-sampling design, both measures are arguably not or only 

partially applicable as daily assessments while maintaining ecological validity. Our empirical 

examination of the factorial validity demonstrated that situation-specific, state ASC can 

clearly be empirically distinguished from students’ perceptions of their lesson-specific 

achievement. The latter is subject to much stronger lesson-to-lesson fluctuations. This 

suggests that the students did indeed distinguish accurately between their own abilities (self-

concept) and the learning progress they achieved (achievement) in that particular lesson. 

Nevertheless, it would be useful to replicate the study by using alternative criteria to measure 

students’ achievement. For example, teachers’ ratings might be a viable alternative. However, 
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student gains from lesson to lesson for each student might not be readily visible to teachers, 

and teacher ratings are subject to other judgment biases (Loibl et al., 2020). Hence, we leave 

this concern as a direction for further research. 

Our study does not provide a direct replication of the classic between-person reciprocal 

effects model (Marsh, 1990; Marsh & Craven, 2006; Wu et al., 2021) at the within-person 

level. A large body of research has established the reciprocal effects model using between-

person, long-term approaches and more objective achievement indicators such as grades or 

test scores. The present study diverges from this research tradition not only in the level of 

analysis (within-person and short-term vs. between-person and long-term), but also in the 

nature of the achievement indicator (perceived achievement vs. more objective achievement 

indicators). Further research is indicated here, linking the findings of the present study to the 

ongoing debate on the juxtaposition of within-person and between-person perspectives on the 

reciprocal effects model (see, e.g., Ehm et al., 2019). 

Finally, in the current study, we focused on German secondary school students attending the 

academic track (i.e., the Gymnasium, which 44% of German students attend after elementary 

education; Autorengruppe Bildungsberichterstattung, 2018). Future research drawing on data 

from other educational systems, age groups, or ability tracks, and other cultural contexts is 

needed to test the results’ generalizability. 

Conclusion 

ASC plays a prominent role in students’ everyday life for their personal academic 

development. In the comparatively long tradition of research on ASC in educational 

psychology, there is clearly a lack of experience-sampling studies that have examined the 

psychosocial intraindividual processes postulated by ASC theory over time in an ecologically 

valid setting in real time. We are off to a good start with this study. Our results indicate that a 
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student’s ASC does indeed influence their achievement formation in everyday school life and 

that this, in turn, is influenced by previous achievement. Our results should thereby also be 

seen as a call and starting point for further research, not only to use within-person, 

experience-sampling approaches to replicate previous results in ASC research, but also to 

better understand situation-specific fluctuations in ASC and student motivation more broadly 

in concrete learning situations, which, as our results suggest, students actually experience. 

We strongly believe that this will significantly help to advance ASC theory and research 

toward providing a better understanding of students’ learning experiences. 
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Tables and Figures 

Table 1 

Testing Alternative Factor Structures and Cross-Level Invariance 

 
Note. MLR = Maximum likelihood estimation with robust standard errors; CFI = comparative 
fit index; TLI = Tucker-Lewis index; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; 
SRMRw = standardized root mean square residual value for within; SRMRb = standardized 
root mean square residual value for between; AIC = Akaike’s information criterion; BIC = 
Bayesian information criterion. 
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Table 2 

Level 2 Means, Variances (Unstandardized Estimates), and Correlations (Standardized Estimates) With Their 95% Credible Intervals (in 
Brackets) 

 

 

  

Note. MSC = mathematics self-concept (indicating students’ trait score); ACH = perceived achievement (indicating students’ trait score); ACHt-1 ! MSCt = 
cross-lagged relation indicating students’ skill-development effect; MSCt-1 ! ACHt = cross-lagged relation indicating students’ self-enhancement effect; MSCt-1 
! MSCt = autoregressive effect for mathematics self-concept indicating students’ carryover from lesson to lesson; ACHt-1 ! ACHt = autoregressive effect for 
perceived achievement indicating students’ carryover from lesson to lesson. 

*Parameter’s credible interval does not contain zero. 
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Table 3 

Correlations Between the Factor Scores and Students’ Gender, Reasoning Ability Scores, 
and Mathematics Grades 

Note. Gender: 0 = young men; 1 = young women; MSC = mathematics self-concept (within-person 
mean indicating students’ trait score); ACH = perceived achievement (within-person mean indicating 
students’ trait score); ACHt-1 ! MSCt = cross-lagged relation indicating students’ skill-development 
effect; MSCt-1 ! ACHt = cross-lagged relation indicating students’ self-enhancement effect; MSCt-1 ! 
MSCt = autoregressive effect for mathematics self-concept indicating students’ carryover from lesson 
to lesson; ACHt-1 ! ACHt = autoregressive effect for perceived achievement indicating students’ 
carryover from lesson to lesson. 

* p , .05.  ** p , .001. 

 

Figure 1 

Graphical Representation of and Results for the Within-Person Part of the Multilevel VAR(1) 
Model 

 

Note. Paths indicating lesson-to-lesson self-enhancement effects (MSCt-1 to ACHt), skill-
development effects (ACHt-1 to MSCt), as well as students’ carryover from lesson to lesson 
(MSCt-1 to MSCt; ACHt-1 to ACHt). Standardized model parameters are shown; credible 
intervals are depicted in brackets. MSC = mathematics self-concept; ACH = perceived 
achievement. 

 


